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Annual assembly of the FAK

St. Gotthard, Brandenburg
Village church Saaringen before (1997) and after (2004) restoration
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Village church Bölzke before (1998) and after (2011) restoration
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Village church Kröchlendorf before (1993) and after (2003) restoration
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Covers of the annual brochure „Offene Kirchen“
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„Art & Culture“ Activities in village churches i. E. Gortz
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The Berlin company „Theatre in Churches“
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„Theater in Churches“ i. E. Alt Krüssow
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„Music Schools open up Village churches“ i. E. Caputh
Projects for extended use

concert at Rosow
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Dancing performance i. E. Stegelitz

Little musicians i. E. Belzig
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Excursions with members and supporters, i.e. Waldow and Doberlug
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Village - Church Bagow before (1990) and after (2002) restoration
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Village church Malchow before (1999) and after (2012) restoration
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Village church Malchow interior before (1999) and after (2012) restoration
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Village church Pechüle
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Village church Pechüle, altarpieces
Village church Sternhagen, interior and organ
Village church Löwenbruch, head of a Bishop (14th c.), candelabrum
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Village church Flieth
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Village church Strehlow before (2001) and after (2013) restoration
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